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Abstract Magnetometer and electron spectrometer data from Venus Express (VEX) are used to
investigate the occurrence of boundary wave phenomenon occurring in the vicinity of the Venusian
terminator. On 26 June 2006, VEX data show the ionosphere to be unmagnetized (≈0 nT), a common
observation usually expected during solar maximum. This results in the respective Venusian boundaries
to be higher than the nominal altitudes. This paper reports the occurrence of rippling of the ionopause
boundary in the terminator plane. The ripples appear to propagate mainly in the Y direction in the Venus
solar orbital coordinates. Further examination of the first oscillation in magnetic field suggests that it is a
flux rope. The flux rope is found to be just inside the ionosphere close to the ionopause. The diameters of
the flux rope and boundary wave oscillations are estimated to be ∼113 km and ∼133 km, respectively. We
suggest that the boundary wave is generated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This research provides
evidence of the ionopause boundary existing in a wave-like state and its relation to Venus atmospheric loss
into space.

1. Introduction

The study of the interaction of the solar wind with Venus is important for our understanding of the evolution
of the atmosphere of Venus and other unmagnetized bodies in general. Earth and Venus, a pair of planets
which are considered as twin sisters, are similar in many ways but yet also distinctly different. A recent 3-D
climate simulation [Way et al., 2016] has shown that Venus may have been a habitable planet millions of years
ago, just like Earth today.

Previous studies have shown that Venus does not possess an intrinsic magnetic field [Stevenson, 2003; Russell
et al., 1980; Stevenson et al., 1983; Luhmann and Russell, 1997]. For this reason, the solar wind interaction with
Venus is comparably different to that with Earth which has a strong magnetic field. For instance, the Earth’s
magnetosphere is formed by the interaction of solar wind and the strong terrestrial magnetic field and has
a stand off distance of ∼10 RE (Earth radii) [Sibeck et al., 1991]. In contrast, without an intrinsic magnetic
field, the solar wind magnetic field piles up on the dayside ionosphere of Venus giving rise to an “induced
magnetosphere” (also known as the “magnetic barrier”). The magnetopause is only around 1.05 RV (Venus
radius) at the subsolar point during solar minimum [Zhang et al., 2008a].

Ever since in situ measurements of the Venusian ionosphere became available in the late seventies from the
Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO), there have been plenty of studies documenting the observations of atmospheric
plasma irregularities, for example, plasma clouds [Brace et al., 1982]. These plasma clouds are irregularly
shaped regions of ionospheric plasma that are detached from the ionosphere. They may correspond to a
mechanism for atmospheric removal [Brace et al., 1982]. They have previously been seen in observations and
simulations in many locations such as the topside of the dayside ionosphere [Brace et al., 1982], nightside
ionosphere [Brace et al., 1980], in the terminator plane [Brace et al., 1980], magnetosheath [Pope et al., 2009],
and subsolar location (from simulation [Terada et al., 2002]). All of these irregular plasma clouds have been
argued to be evidence of the escape of the Venusian atmosphere into space.

The ionopause of Venus, which is a boundary that separates the planetary ionosphere from the shocked solar
wind plasma, diverts the incoming solar wind to flow around Venus [Theis et al., 1981; Spreiter et al., 1970].
Large velocity shear between two different fluids can induce vortices and instability to the flow. In the case
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Figure 1. Illustration of the interior magnetic structure of a flux rope. (adapted from Russell and Elphic [1979]). The blue,
green, and red arrows represent the magnetic field lines of the inbound boundary, central axis, and outbound boundary,
and the grey arrows represent the magnetic field lines between the boundaries and the axis as well as the black straight
arrow representing the trajectory of VEX.

of Venus, the observations of plasma and magnetic irregularities, e.g., flux ropes [Wolff et al., 1980; Russell
et al., 1982; Russell and Elphic, 1979; Elphic and Russell, 1983] and “plasma clouds” (or “atmospheric bubbles”)
[Wolff et al., 1980; Brace et al., 1982; Russell and Elphic, 1979; Russell et al., 1979], are closely associated with
ionopause boundary waves, created by the solar wind flowing past the stationary ionosphere. The mechanism
by which a boundary surface wave forms both detached plasma clouds and flux ropes is arguably the most
effective atmospheric loss process at Venus [Wolff et al., 1980; Lammer et al., 2006; Svedhem et al., 2007a; Elphic
et al., 1980]. Other atmospheric escape/erosion processes include photochemical reaction [Lammer et al.,
2006], thermal loss [Lammer et al., 2006], photoion pickup, ionospheric holes [Hartle and Grebowsky, 1993],
magnetotail magnetic reconnection [Zhang et al., 2012], acceleration due to the J × B force, [Dubinin et al.,
2013] and solar wind pick up [Lammer et al., 2006, and references therein].

There are two main potential instabilities for the generation of boundary waves at the Venusian ionopause,
namely the interchange instability and Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI). The interchange instability only
grows when there is a nonmonotonic plasma pressure gradient at the subsolar region [Arshukova et al., 2004].
In contrast, KHI is an important mode of energy transfer and is considered the dominant instability. It can
induce surface waves which can subsequently result in plasma loss [Lammer et al., 2006; Elphic and Ershkovich,
1984; Wolff et al., 1980; Russell et al., 1979; Russell and Elphic, 1979; Terada et al., 2002]. The tangential velocity
shear flow, which is the strongest in the terminator region, is the primary seed for the development of the
KHI [Terada et al., 2002; Amerstorfer et al., 2007; Wolff et al., 1980; Elphic and Ershkovich, 1984; Pope et al., 2009].
Other modes of excitation include velocity gradient [Amerstorfer et al., 2007; Ferrari et al., 1982; Biernat et al.,
2007; Wolff et al., 1980] and other relatively weaker influences, i.e., density gradients [Amerstorfer et al., 2007;
Huba, 1981] and temperature gradients [Huba, 1981; Price, 2008].

When the rippling ionopause boundary reaches the final stage [Fontane et al., 2008] of the KH wave, flux ropes,
which are the current tubes containing shocked solar wind plasma, will detach from the main wave and scatter
within the ionosphere and will eventually be convected downstream along the ionosheath flow [Wolff et al.,
1980]. In addition to the KHI, the observations of flux ropes within the ionosphere are also associated with
mass loading [Russell et al., 1982]. Mass loading occurs when the flux tubes, which normally lie on the dense
ionospheric plasma, become heavier due to photoionization of neutral oxygen from the atmosphere and
eventually sink into the ionosphere [Russell, 1990]. As they sink, the flux ropes will become more “twisted” and
compressed within the atmospheric plasma. This gives them a three-dimensional helical structure [Russell,
1990]. An illustration of a flux rope is presented in Figure 1 (adapted from Russell and Elphic [1979]).

At the subsolar region, mass loading is a more favorable mechanism for flux rope generation (e.g., the
observation in Russell et al. [1987]) in comparison to KHI because the shear flow is small. On the other hand,
KHI is more favorable at the terminator region [Terada et al., 2002] where the shear flow is greater. The mag-
netic features of these flux ropes were widely observed in the dayside ionosphere [Elphic and Russell, 1983]
from PVO. From the ionopause, the occurrence of flux ropes increases with decreasing altitude, reaching a
maximum at an altitude of around 165 km, before decreasing at lower altitudes. The diameters of the flux
ropes are also dependent on the solar zenith angle (SZA). The diameters are smaller at the subsolar region
(ranges from 6 to 12 km) and increase with increasing SZA, maximizing in the terminator region (ranges from
7.5 to 16 km) [Elphic and Russell, 1983; Russell, 1990]. The flux ropes are observed to be magnetically stronger
(stronger magnetic field in the center) at around 165 km where their occurrences maximize and they are more
tightly twisted at lower altitude and lower SZA [Elphic and Russell, 1983]. The “twist” is measured by the degree
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of flux rope helicity. In minimum variance (MV) analysis, the twist is measured by the angle of the hodogram as
it approaches the origin in the maximum variance [Russell, 1990]. More detailed information on the measure
of the helicity can be found in Elphic and Russell [1983].

In this paper, evidence of boundary waves observed by VEX on 26 June 2006 is presented. We investigate the
evolution of these boundary waves in the terminator region of the ionopause by examining a sequence of
magnetic oscillations. On 26 June 2006, within the boundary, evidence is shown for the existence of a mag-
netic flux rope. The observation of boundary waves in this study is fundamental in explaining the observations
of ionospheric plasma-like structures outside the ionosphere [Brace et al., 1980, 1982]. Finally, we discuss their
dynamics and show that their properties are consistent with a previously proposed generation mechanism
which may contribute to Venusian atmospheric evolution.

2. Instrumentation
2.1. Venus Express
VEX was in an elliptical polar orbit with apoapsis distance of 66,000 km and a period of 24 h. The periapsis
ranged from 250 to 350 km and was at a latitude of about 78∘N [Titov et al., 2006; Svedhem et al., 2007b]. The
magnetic field was measured by the VEX fluxgate magnetometer [Zhang et al., 2006]. The sampling mode was
changed depending on orbital position. The normal sampling mode was 1 Hz, with 32 Hz mode for an hour
either side of periapsis and 128 Hz for 2 min at periapsis. The instrument had two sensors enabling the removal
of stray fields due to the magnetically dirty spacecraft [Pope et al., 2011]. The 32 Hz MAG data are used in this
paper for higher-resolution analysis. The data have been rotated into Venus Solar Orbital (VSO) coordinates;
with XVSO in the Venus-Sun direction, YVSO is in the direction of the orbital motion of Venus and ZVSO completes
the right hand upward out of the ecliptic orbital plane. The Analyzer of Space Plasmas and Energetic Atoms
(ASPERA-4) on board VEX included four sensors; electron spectrometer (ELS), ion mass analyzer (IMA), neutral
particle imager (NPI), and neutral particle detector (NPD) [Barabash et al., 2007]. Only ELS data are used in this
paper. The ELS, which had 16 sectors of 22.5∘ covering the full 360∘ cycle with a resolution of 32 s, measured
the energy spectrum of the electron populations.

3. Data Analysis

The trajectory of VEX on 26 June 2006 and the nominal position of the bow shock (blue), the induced mag-
netopause (red), and the ionosphere (green) are shown in Figure 2. On this day, VEX was traveling almost
along the terminator with SZA ranging from 84∘ (inbound shock crossing at 01:29:51 UT) to 95∘ (outbound
shock crossing at 02:30:32 UT). Orbits in the vicinity of the terminator provide an ideal opportunity to study
fluctuations of the ionopause boundary because it gives a higher probability of encountering the bound-
ary wave (if the boundary is indeed fluctuating) in comparison to the orbits along the Sun-Venus line. The
magnetic field and electron energy spectrum are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. The magnetic
field magnitude plot in Figure 3a is divided into six different regions labeled in upper case Roman numerals.
VEX can be seen crossing the bow shock at 01:29:51 UT (at an altitude of about 4387 km). There are some
notable oscillations (Region I) prior crossing the bow shock on 26 June 2006. The shock angle 𝜃Bn is ≈30∘,
based on an average value obtained using minimum variance (MV) analysis (32∘) [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998;
Sonnerup and Cahill, 1968], coplanarity (34∘) [Schwartz, 1998, and references therein], and model Bow shock
(24∘) [Zhang et al., 2008b]. These structures could be attributed to either foreshock magnetic structures
(e.g., Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) [Collinson et al., 2012]) or multiple shocks cross-
ings. Such magnetic oscillations are quite common for quasi-parallel shocks. As the spacecraft crossed the
bow shock into the magnetosheath (Region II), the incoming solar wind electrons are heated by the shock,
broadening the electron energy distribution. The broad energy intensity (ranging from ∼11 eV to ∼70 eV) in
this region is maintained until 01:42:42 UT where the energy distribution can be seen to become narrower
toward the lower boundary of the magnetosheath. At around 01:43:08 UT, VEX crosses the magnetopause and
enters the magnetic barrier (Region III), which may be described as the “transition layer” [Coates et al., 2008].
In the magnetic barrier, the electron distribution broadens, spanning 3 eV to 70 eV which shows a mixture
of sheath-like (∼11 eV to 70 eV) and ionospheric (3 eV to ∼11 eV) plasma. The lower boundary of the mag-
netic barrier is not particularly obvious here; the electron distribution remains broad without an obvious peak
until 01:45:55 UT (altitude of 768 km). The ionospheric plasma (Region IV) is characterized by a narrow peak
that intensifies at around 18 eV, while there are some pulse-like dropouts from 01:47:14 (altitude of 600 km)
to 01:51:00 UT (altitude of 323 km). Ionospheric plasma was constantly observed by VEX until 01:59:07 UT
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Figure 2. The trajectory of Venus Express (black) on 26 June 2006 and the nominal position of the bow shock (blue)
[Zhang et al., 2008b], induced magnetopause (red) [Zhang et al., 2008a], and the ionosphere (green) [Zhang et al.,
2008a]. The dayside and nightside of Venus surface are shaded in yellow and dark green. The orbit is also labeled
with UT in black colored dots.

Figure 3. VEX magnetic field and electron energy distribution measurements from 01:15 to 02:35 UT on 26 June 2006.
(a) Magnitude of the magnetic field. The plot is shaded to highlight six different regions; Region I represents the
upstream oscillations regions, Region II the magnetosheath, Region III the magnetic barrier, Region IV the region in
which ionospheric plasma is detected, Region V the outbound magnetic barrier, and Region VI the outbound
magnetosheath. (b) Energy-time spectrogram of electron count rate.
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Figure 4. (a) Magnitude of the magnetic field, (b) energy-time spectrogram of electron count rate from 01:42 to
02:05 UT on 26 June 2006, and (c) a section of the energy-time spectrogram from 01:45 to 01:52 UT which shows
multiple pulse-like dropouts in the electron count rate.

when the spacecraft traveled into the outbound magnetic barrier (Region V). Similar to the inbound region,
VEX detected a mixture of sheath-like and ionospheric plasma populations in the outbound magnetic barrier,
as evidenced from the electron spectrogram; the broad electron distribution spans from 3 eV to 70 eV. The
spacecraft then crossed the magnetopause at 02:03:52 UT into the outbound magnetosheath (Region VI) and
eventually crossed the bow shock again at 02:30:32 UT.

3.1. Observation of the Boundary Wave
Figure 4 shows the magnetic field and electron energy spectrum measured within the ionosphere (Region IV
of Figure 3) in greater detail. From Figure 4a, it is clearly seen that the magnetic field drops almost to 0 nT
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Figure 5. (a) A section of the Venus Express data on the 26 June 2006 which shows the magnetic field components from
01:43 to 01:50 UT. The blue-shaded region is enlarged and is shown in Figure 5b. (b) A section of the Venus Express data
on the 26 June 2006 which shows seven consecutive oscillations (dip-to-peak and peak-to-dip) of the magnetic field.
The black plot represents the field magnitude, the red, yellow, and purple represent the field components in X , Y , and Z
directions, respectively. Each dip-to-peak-to-dip is also shaded in lighter and darker shade of colors for ease of
identification.

on a number of occasions, e.g., 01:46:02, 01:47:07, 01:47:30, 01:47:57, and 01:50:54 UT. These dips of the field
correspond to pulse-like dropouts in the electron energy spectrogram which indicates that VEX repeatedly
traverses the ionopause a numerous time, passing from high field sheath to low field ionosphere (clearly
shown in the grey-shaded region in Figure 4) which may indicate a boundary wave. Figure 5b shows the
magnetic field data (in X , Y , and Z directions) over a section of this consecutive oscillations region (01:47:22
to 01:48:12 UT). The field magnitude shows three distinct oscillations between sheath and ionospheric
levels, with the magnetic field data oscillating from around 2 nT to 18 nT. These dip-to-peak and peak-to-dip
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Table 1. A Summary of the Results of the Minimum Variance Analysis on Venus Express Data on 26 June 2006 for All the Intervals “01:47:22–01:47:28”,
“01:47:34–01:47:38”, “01:47:51–01:47:55”, “01:48:08–01:48:11”, “01:47:28–01:47:34”, “01:47:40–01:47:48”, and “01:47:59–01:48:06”

𝜃Bn_B, 𝜃VEX_MV,Time (UTS) MV Direction Eigenvalues

From To X Y Z 𝜆1 𝜆2 𝜆3 𝜆2∕𝜆1 𝜆3∕𝜆2 Bn (nT) |Bn|/|B| (deg) (deg)

Dips to Peaks

01:47:22 01:47:28 −0.33 0.92 0.23 0.038 3.078 33.125 81.28 10.76 −0.33 0.04 87.63 16.34

01:47:34 01:47:38 −0.06 0.92 0.39 0.016 2.610 19.148 159.98 7.34 −0.44 0.04 87.55 18.88

01:47:51 01:47:55 0.19 −0.15 0.97 0.281 0.743 20.721 2.64 27.91 −1.62 0.22 77.43 85.25

01:48:08 01:48:11 0.05 0.97 −0.24 0.017 0.565 16.983 32.32 30.08 0.06 0.00 89.76 16.27

Peaks to Dips

01:47:28 01:47:34 0.36 −0.93 0.10 0.091 2.038 26.096 22.36 12.81 −0.56 0.06 86.52 159.44

01:47:40 01:47:48 0.07 −1.00 0.03 0.042 0.213 8.794 5.10 41.30 0.40 0.04 87.76 172.85

01:47:59 01:48:06 0.19 −0.87 0.45 0.114 0.419 6.007 3.68 14.35 −2.08 0.19 79.40 148.87

magnetic field correspond to the pulse-like dropouts in the electron energy spectrogram, visible from
Figure 4c. Each of the dip-to-peak and peak-to-dip is shaded in different colors and is labeled in lower case
Roman numerals for ease of identification. Table 1 shows the minimum variance [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998]
components in the X , Y , and Z directions, the eigenvalues (𝜆1, 𝜆2, 𝜆3), intermediate-to-minimum eigen-
values ratio (𝜆2∕𝜆1), the maximum-to-intermediate eigenvalues ratio (𝜆3∕𝜆2), the average magnetic field
component along the minimum variance direction (Bn), the ratio of Bn to the total magnetic field magnitude
(|Bn|∕|B|), the angle between |Bn| and |B|, 𝜃 Bn_B, and the angle between the spacecraft trajectory and the
minimum variance directions, 𝜃 VEX_MV. To check the consistency of the results, each of the dip-to-peak and
peak-to-dip is divided into several segments and is further analyzed (the details are attached in Table S1 in the
supporting information).

Figure 6. Three-dimensional views of minimum variance directions of all the seven “peak-to-dip” and “dip-to-peak”
intervals on 26 June 2006. The intervals “01:47:22–01:47:28”, “01:47:34–01:47:38”, “01:47:51–01:47:55”,
“01:48:08–01:48:11”, “01:47:28–01:47:34”, “01:47:40–01:47:48”, and “01:47:59–01:48:06” are color labeled with respect
to their minimum variance directions. The color-dotted frames are 2-D views of the trajectory where pink is X-Z plane,
green is Y-Z plane, and blue is X-Y plane.
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Figure 7. (a) An illustration of the boundary wave observed from 01:47:22 to 01:48:12 UT. The normal directions of the
boundaries are represented by the arrows. The arrows are color coded according to Table 1. The grey lines represent the
instantaneous boundaries which VEX crosses. The blue dotted line completed the illustrative shapes of the boundaries.
The black straight arrow represents the trajectory of VEX. (b) A similar illustration of the boundary wave, but also
including an isolated flux rope represented as a red dotted line.

The minimum variance directions of all seven intervals for the periods corresponding to successive
dip-to-peak and peak-to-dip magnetic oscillations are plotted against the orbit in Figure 6; both the figure and
the table are color coded. The minimum variance directions for the dip-to-peak intervals are very well defined
with intermediate-to-minimum eigenvalues (𝜆2∕𝜆1)> 32, apart from Region v (01:47:51 to 01:47:55 UT) which
the minimum variance direction is less well defined (𝜆2∕𝜆1 of 2.64). This may be affected by the magnetic
field intermediary at 01:47:54 UT (center of Region v). The minimum variance directions for the peak-to-dip
intervals are also less well defined with 𝜆2∕𝜆1 > 3.68.

It is noticeable from Figures 5a and 5b that the main changes of the field measurement in this period are
mostly in the X direction. Apart from Regions i and ii, the Y and Z components are relatively close to zero
(∼±3 nT). The average total magnetic field dips in this duration are also close to 0 nT (∼2 nT) which may
indicate VEX was traveling in the ionosphere region where the plasma is almost unmagnetized. Additionally,
all seven of the Bn components are small compared to their respective mean field magnitudes |Bn|∕|B| < 0.22
and are well lower than the upper boundary of a tangential discontinuity (|Bn|∕|B| < 0.3) [Lepping and
Behannon, 1980] indicating that this boundary represents a tangential discontinuity (a discontinuity that is
characterized by zero normal mass flow [Baumjohann et al., 1996]). The tendency of the angle between |Bn|

and |B| to be 90∘ (all angles are >77.4∘) further indicates that this is a tangential discontinuity, a typical
characteristic of the Venusian ionopause [Wolff et al., 1980].

The angle between the trajectory of VEX and the minimum variance directions from each of the dip-to-peak
and peak-to-dip transition is shown in Table 1. All seven angles with respect to the VEX trajectory (plotted as
a black straight horizontal arrow) are shown in Figure 7a. The seven arrows, which are color coded with their
respective intervals in Table 1, represent the minimum variance direction of each of the seven boundary cross-
ings. The bold grey lines, which form a perpendicular plane to the minimum variance directions, represent
the instantaneous boundaries crossed by VEX. An illustrative shape of the potential boundary is traced with
the blue dotted line. The observed changes in angles between the VEX trajectory and the boundary nor-
mals indicate the existence of a boundary wave, e.g., Figure 7a. Even though the angles 𝜃 VEX_MV were taken
into consideration when plotting this figure, the shape and structure only serve as an illustrative example.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6, the minimum variance directions of the dip-to-peak field tend to be
directed in the negative Y direction while the minimum variance directions of the peak-to-dip intervals are
directed in the positive Y direction; this (as shown in Figure 7a) suggests that VEX traversed through the
ionopause boundary which propagates in the Y direction numerous times.
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Figure 8. The magnetic field (minimum, intermediate, and maximum variance directions) of the observed flux rope.

3.2. Observation of a Flux Rope
While most of the magnetic wave trains from the previous section (01:47:22 to 01:48:12 UT in Figure 5b)
show properties of a two-dimensional planar magnetic structure, the first dip-to-peak-to-dip from 01:47:23
to 01:47:34 UT (Regions i and ii) shows a three-dimensional magnetic structure that has a close resemblance
to those of a flux rope. This flux rope is observed at an altitude of 574 km and SZA of 87∘. The minimum Bmin,
intermediate Bint, and maximum Bmax variance components of its magnetic field are shown in Figure 8.

From Figure 8, the magnetic field strength is observed to be the lowest (∼1 nT) at the boundaries of the
magnetic structure (corresponds to the begin and the end of the field magnitude plot). The magnetic field
strength increases as the structure is crossed gradually, peaking in the maximum variance direction (∼18 nT)
before it decreases toward the exiting boundary. In addition, it is seen in Figure 8 that when the magnetic
field in the maximum variance direction Bmax is at its peak strength, the intermediate and minimum variance
components Bint and Bmin reach minimum (≈ 0nT). This suggests that VEX crosses a magnetic structure with
weak field strength at the boundaries and strong axial field in its center, e.g., a flux rope. Note that unless the
spacecraft passes through the exact center of the flux rope, there will be a finite azimuthal field component
perpendicular to its axis.

To find out if these changes of direction are three-dimensional, further analysis is conducted. Figure 1 shows
the magnetic structure of a flux rope (adapted from Russell and Elphic [1979]). The blue, green, and red arrows
(labeled Bin, Baxis, and Bout) that represent the instantaneous magnetic field directions which VEX crosses at
the inbound boundary, central axis, and outbound boundary. If the VEX trajectory is assumed to cross the flux
rope as illustrated in Figure 1, and if the direction of the peak magnetic field is assumed in the direction of
the axis (Baxis) of the flux rope, the angle between the field direction at the inbound crossing of the boundary
(Bin) and the axis (Baxis) from the analysis is found to be 77∘. Similarly, the angle between the field direction at
the outbound crossing of the boundary (Bout) and axis (Baxis) is 54∘. The existence of these rotations between
Bin, Baxis, and Bout shows that the field rotation is three dimensional as illustrated in Figure 1, implying that the
structure which VEX traversed through is not just a two-dimensional planar magnetic structure. All the above
observations are consistent with the signature characteristics of a flux rope.

Furthermore, while the minimum variance component Bmin (orange) is close to 0 nT throughout the interval,
it is visible from Figure 8 that the direction of the intermediate variance component Bint (yellow) flips 180∘

quickly (in just under 2 s) as the maximum variance component Bmax (purple) reaches its maxima. This obser-
vation is consistent with the typical characteristic of the structure of a flux rope. If Bint represents Bin in Figure 1,
Bint decreases as VEX passes through the flux rope and it will reach minima (zero in our case) when VEX passes
through/close to the center of the flux rope (as the main magnetic field component will be along the axis).

CHONG ET AL. IONOPAUSE PERTURBATION AT VENUS 9
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Figure 9. (a) Hodogram of the field variation in Bmax to Bint plane. (b) The width of the flux rope in Bmax to Bmin plane
from 01:47:23 to 01:47:34 UT.

Similarly, as VEX leaves the center of the flux rope, Bint increases but in the opposite direction and eventually
reaches Bout when VEX traversed through the outbound boundary, i.e., the Bin and Bout are 180∘ opposite in
direction.

The hodogram of the variance components is shown in Figures 9a and 9b. The start of the hodogram plot
is marked with a blue circle. The minimum variance direction of this magnetic structure is very well defined
with eigenvalues ratio of 𝜆2∕𝜆1 > 169. It can be seen that the magnetic field direction rotates by 180∘ as VEX
traverses through the magnetic structure which is consistent with our observation from Figure 8a.

Another key identifier that this magnetic structure is in fact a flux rope and not some planar magnetic struc-
tures is the “potato chip” shape hodogram [Russell, 1990] as shown in Figure 9b that indicates the magnetic
structure is axially twisted. In comparison to this potato chip shape, a vertical line of Bmax∕Bmin would have
indicated that the magnetic structure is “untwisted”, i.e., not a flux rope.

In comparison to Figure 7a, the observation of a flux rope and how it may exist within the boundary wave is
illustrated in Figure 7b. Both of the plots only serve as an illustration. Due to the limitations of Venus Express
instrumentation and without further analysis, the exact physical structure of the flux rope and the boundary
wave cannot be determined with certainty.

Another stronger flux rope (|B|≈ 43 nT) has also been observed on 20 June 2006. During this observation the
ionosphere was again unmagnetized. The results from the data analysis of both 20 June 2006 and 26 June
2006 are very similar (the results of the minimum variance analysis of this flux rope are attached in Table S2,
Figures S1, and S2 in the supporting information). The flux rope was observed at 612 km and a SZA of 97∘.
The 𝜆2∕𝜆1 = 51 and Bn ≈ 0 show a very well-defined boundary with a tangential discontinuity. However, the
hodogram is not as twisted compared to 26 June 2006.

4. Discussion

This paper has presented the results of the observation of boundary waves and a flux rope on the 26 June
2006 using the VEX magnetic field and plasma measurement data.

4.1. Altitude of the Ionopause
Even though the plasma data measured from the ELS as well as the MV parameters from the data analysis
are consistent with the signatures of the Venusian ionopause, the altitude at which the boundary wave and
flux rope are observed on 26 June 2006 is much higher than the nominal altitude of the ionopause during
solar minimum (572 km compared to the nominal 250 km Zhang et al. [2008a]). Furthermore, during solar
minimum, the ionosphere is expected to be magnetized most of the time [Zhang et al., 2007], a state which
often contains large-scale magnetic field structures. Since such field structures may suppress the formation
and the observation of flux ropes, flux ropes are infrequently observed even though they are observed more
than 70% of the orbits of PVO (during solar maximum) [Elphic and Russell, 1983].
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Although it may not be a common observation, the terminator ionopause has previously been observed
at much higher altitudes (>700 km) during solar minimum [Zhang et al., 2008a; Coates et al., 2008; Futaana
et al., 2008] and has been observed as high as 900 km during solar maximum [Zhang et al., 2008a]. The Venus
ionosphere can also sometimes be observed field free at solar minimum (an unmagnetized ionosphere was
observed in 39 out of 225 VEX orbits from 24 April to 30 December in 2006 according to Wei et al. [2010]) and
resemble the environment at solar maximum; e.g., on 26 June 2006 when the magnetic field strength |B| of
the ionosphere is ≈0 nT. The preliminary survey of VEX in 2006 by Zhang et al. [2008a] shows that about 5% of
the orbits are unmagnetized, of which are all under extreme solar conditions, e.g., interplanetary coronal mass
ejection (ICME) events [Futaana et al., 2008] and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) alignment with solar wind
flow [Zhang et al., 2009]. Further analysis of the VEX magnetic field data in a period of ±15 days of this date
shows a mixture of magnetized and unmagnetized ionosphere, with a higher occurrence of the former.

Although the periapsis of VEX is consistently around 250–350 km and because the nominal altitude of the
Venusian ionopause is 250 km [Zhang et al., 2008a], VEX normally only crosses the ionopause for a very short
time (or not at all) during solar minimum. This could also explain why physical boundary waves are rarely
observed during solar minimum. In addition, significant disturbance of the ionopause boundary due to the
waves may also result in crossings being observed at higher than expected altitudes.

4.2. Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability and the Paucity of the Observations
The flux rope and boundary wave are observed close to the terminator (SZA of 86.8∘). The strong velocity
shear in the terminator region is a principal seed excitation for the development of the KHI [Terada et al., 2002;
Amerstorfer et al., 2007; Wolff et al., 1980; Elphic and Ershkovich, 1984; Pope et al., 2009; Pérez-de Tejada et al.,
1977]. As the boundary wave grows and develops from the linear to nonlinear regime, vortices can form.
These vortices can roll up and eventually break up forming bubbles of ionospheric plasma. These detached
ionospheric bubbles are eventually convected downstream by the magnetosheath flow. This process is sub-
sequently responsible for atmospheric plasma loss of Venus [Lammer et al., 2006; Elphic and Ershkovich, 1984;
Wolff et al., 1980; Brace et al., 1982; Russell et al., 1979; Russell and Elphic, 1979; Terada et al., 2002]. Over the
period where the rippling ionopause boundary is observed (01:47:22 to 01:48:12 UT), the approximately
perpendicular orientation between the magnetic field direction in the magnetic barrier region (mainly in
X direction) and the wave normal of the ionopause boundary (which are represented by the minimum
variance directions which are mainly in Y direction) also contributes to the stability condition of the KHI
[Wolff et al., 1980].

Flux ropes can be produced in the subsolar region by the mass loading process and may be transported into
the nightside through the terminator region. Although the periapsis of VEX was maintained at around 250 km
(nominal ionopause altitude), the population of flux ropes has been shown to be greatest at lower altitudes
(highest population is around 165 km according to Russell and Elphic [1979] and Elphic and Russell [1983]);
therefore VEX observations of flux ropes tend to be infrequent. On the other hand, atmospheric bubbles and
flux ropes are both produced in the terminator region [Brace et al., 1982] and can coexist in theory. However,
by the time the atmospheric bubbles are fully developed, they have already been transported downstream
into the nightside. This can explain the paucity of the observations of the atmospheric bubbles in the dayside.
In addition, there are only an estimated 12 plasma clouds in the cloud zone at any time [Brace et al., 1982].

4.3. Shape and Sizes
If the assumption is made that VEX is traveling perpendicularly into a stationary flux rope, the average width
of each oscillation and the flux rope is ∼133 km and ∼113 km, respectively. This is estimated from the average
speed of VEX (9.5 km s−1) and time spent during the crossing. If the flux rope is assumed to be moving at
the local Alfven speed, ±1 km s−1 [Elphic and Russell, 1983] or less (relative to VEX trajectory), then the width
of the flux rope would be ∼101 or ∼125 km. Finally, on the assumption that the wave is traveling parallel
to the surface of Venus, which at the terminator is in the y-z plane, the projection of the minimum variance
direction determined from the boundary crossing can be used as an estimate of the direction of propagation
of the wave. On this assumption the widths of the flux rope are ∼104 or ∼128 km. The observations discussed
in this paper suggest that the structure has the characteristics of a flux rope. However, the estimated width
is significantly greater than the upper boundary of the estimated diameter (16 km in the terminator region)
suggested by Russell [1990]. One explanation for this is that the flux rope is newly created before the center
line of the draping. It is then observed just underneath the ionopause after VEX crosses the center line of the
draping (this is discussed further in section 4.4). Flux ropes become more twisted as they travel deeper into
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Figure 10. (a) Illustration of field draping around Venus in the X-Y plane. The magnetic field lines are represented by the
blue arrows. As they are swept toward the planet, they start to drape around the planet with the field lines extending in
the −X direction. (b) Illustrates the change in field line draping as a function of altitude for the area in the purple square
box. The black arrows represent the normals to the field line directions as they drape around the planet. As the altitude
decreases the directions of the field lines become more antiparallel along the flanks of the draping.

the ionosphere, resulting in a decrease in their width. This can be attributed to the Helical Kink Instability
[Russell, 1990]. Furthermore, based on the plasma parameters obtained from PVO, Wolff et al. [1980] show that
the wavelengths of the KHI can range from around 50 km to 150 km. Since the flux rope is observed very close
to the ionopause boundary and the estimated width of the flux rope of around 113 km is in the range of the
KHI wavelength in Wolff et al. [1980], hence the estimated width is within the possible limit.

Since only one flux rope is observed in our study, in comparison to Elphic and Russell [1983] which includes
statistical variations, our estimation of its width depends on how the spacecraft encounters the flux rope.
For example, different width calculations will result if VEX traverses through the exact center of the axis or
just off center. In addition, flux ropes can diffuse within the ionosphere and exist in an elongated shape in
the ionosphere [Wolff et al., 1980]. This could create marginal variations in the calculation. Furthermore, the
magnetic field lines are draped as illustrated in Figure 10. If the center line of draping is taken to be the origin of
y axis, the field lines on the+y and−y will tend to travel in the direction toward the origin. Since the boundary
wave phenomenon is observed in the +y location, the observed wave is expected to be propagating in the
−y direction toward the origin. Based on this, the estimated width of each of the oscillations is ∼147 km. Due
to the practical limitations of VEX, configuration of the complete physical structure of the surface wave is
not possible.

As discussed in the previous section, to check the consistency of MV analysis results, each of the magnetic field
dip-to-peak and peak-to-dip over the interval (01:47:22 to 01:48:12 UT) was divided into several segments
and further analyzed using MV analysis. This has revealed that there are distinct differences between the MV
parameters of some of the segments and the main transition. The results indicated that while the individual
segments of the main transition showed consistent variance directions, the results from segments around the
peaks or dips which correspond to magnetic barrier and ionosphere, respectively, (i.e., the start and end of the
individual boundary transitions) are quite different. As seen from Figure 5b, if the thickness of the ionopause
boundary is represented by the width of the color-shaded regions, then the observed different widths suggest
that there is a variation in the ionopause boundary thickness. For a thick boundary crossing, if the spacecraft
does not cross the ionopause perpendicularly, the inbound and outbound boundary normals might not be
as parallel for a curved boundary when compared to a thinner boundary crossing. The variations of the thick-
ness of ionopause boundary are not illustrated in Figure 7. Furthermore, there is negligible non color-shaded
transition between Regions i and ii, which may imply that VEX was in neither the magnetic barrier nor the
ionosphere, further agreeing with our findings that the first magnetic field oscillation dip-to-peak-to-dip is an
isolated flux rope.
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4.4. Embedded Flux Rope in the Boundary Wave
The results from the data analysis suggest that the flux rope is observed just inside the ionopause. This leads
to a couple of outstanding questions. First, how do the analysis results of the flux rope differ to the crossings
of boundary wave? The hodograms of the flux rope show a smooth 180∘ field rotation with finite pitch angles
with respect to the axis, e.g., the angle between Baxis and Bin (77∘) as well as Bout (54∘), a characteristic that
is unique to flux ropes and commonly not expected from a boundary wave. In contrast, further analysis con-
ducted on the rest of the wave train (not shown here) shows only planar field rotations (i.e., changes in a plane
with negligible pitch angles). However, there is a scenario where the characteristics of a boundary wave could
resemble a flux rope. Nondraped field lines can be represented locally as an ellipse with eccentricity of infin-
ity, e.g., Figure 10a. As they progress toward the planet, the field lines start to drape around the planet. For the
case of field lines at SZA of ∼90∘ near the center line of the draping, the eccentricity tends toward zero with
the field lines extending in −X direction. If VEX crosses this point, the eccentricity will be small and result in
tightly curved field lines, e.g., Figure 10b. In this case, VEX may observe a nonplanar (three-dimensional) field
rotation associated with a boundary wave that can be misinterpreted as a flux rope at the first glance. Further-
more, only the first dip-to-peak-to-dip (the flux rope) shows a potato chip-shaped hodogram, while the rest
shows a mixture of randomly and linearly shaped hodograms, i.e., not a flux rope. Based on the observations
of (i) smooth three-dimensional 180∘ field rotation as shown in hodogram in Figure 9a, (ii) finite pitch angles
between Baxis and Bin as well as Bout, and (iii) a potato chip-shaped hodogram as shown in Figure 9b, of which
are all expected characteristics of a flux rope, we then suggest that the first dip-to-peak-to-dip corresponds
to a flux rope that is observed in the vicinity of the ionopause.

Second, if flux ropes are normally more frequently observed deeper in the ionosphere, why is the flux rope
observed so close to the boundary wave? To begin with, the IMF is observed to drape around Venus which
is evident from an abrupt change of magnetic field in the BX direction at around 01:45:30 UT (evident from
Figure 5a). Through the draping of field, BX changes from +X to −X direction. As VEX was traveling almost
along the terminator on this date, if the hemisphere in which before VEX crossed the field draping is regarded
as the dawn hemisphere and the hemisphere in which after VEX crossed the field draping is regarded as the
dusk hemisphere, then the observations of the flux rope as well as the boundary wave were just in the dusk
hemisphere, which is only about 2 min after the center of the draping was crossed. However, the characteris-
tics of the magnetic field in the flux rope are found to be similar to the magnetic field in the dawn hemisphere,
where in particular the magnetic field in the X direction is positive while the Y and Z directions are close to
zero. In contrast, the characteristics of the magnetic field for the rest of the wave train are similar to the mag-
netic field in the dusk hemisphere after crossing the draping (i.e., the field in X direction is consistently in
the negative direction). Since the signatures of the flux rope is different from the boundary wave in the dusk
hemisphere, results suggest that the flux rope may have been produced in the dawn hemisphere and trans-
ported to the dusk hemisphere, hence the flux rope is observed to be relatively close to or embedded in the
boundary wave. Based on the similarity in diameter of both the flux rope and the boundary wave billows, the
generation of the flux rope in the subsolar region by mass loading process is unlikely in this case.

In comparison to the conventional field draping pattern, Masunaga et al. [2011] presented a complicated inter-
planetary magnetic field configuration around Venus. This was for the case of parallel alignment between
the incoming magnetic field lines and the Venus-Sun line, and it was associated with the loss of oxygen
ions from the atmosphere. This configuration consisted of multiple reversals of the BX component. One gen-
eration mechanism they proposed was the KHI. However, they noted a lack of previous studies showing
Kelvin-Helmholtz waves directly at the polar ionopause. In our paper, even though the interplanetary mag-
netic field lines arrive at an angle of ∼30∘ (at the limit of the parallel alignment studied in Masunaga et al.
[2011]), only one reversal of the BX component is observed. This suggests a conventional draping pattern
for this encounter. Further studies need to be conducted over a longer period of time to determine a more
detailed understanding of this phenomenon.

5. Conclusion

We utilized the high-resolution data of ELS and MAG on board the Venus Express spacecraft to observe a rip-
pling Venusian ionopause boundary on 26 June 2006. Results of MV analysis show VEX repeatedly crossed
the ionopause boundary, which suggests that the ionopause is in a wave-like state. Further analysis over the
duration where the boundary wave was observed identified a magnetic flux rope embedded just inside the
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ionosphere. The different magnetic field component signature of both the flux rope and ionopause shows that
the flux rope was produced in the dawn hemisphere and transported into the dusk hemisphere. We suggest
that the boundary wave phenomenon is induced by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability due to the large velocity
shear in the terminator plane, where the rippling ionopause boundary is observed, as well as the perpendicu-
lar orientation between the magnetic field in the magnetic barrier and the wave normal of the boundary. The
production of the flux rope in the subsolar region and subsequent transportation to the nightside are ruled
out based on the similar diameters and close proximity between the flux rope and the ionopause boundary
waves. The nature of atmospheric evolution of Venus has always been a subject for discussion, and research
on how the solar wind interacts with Venus is crucial to better understand the evolution of the atmosphere for
unmagnetized bodies. The observation of boundary wave serves as a fundamental example of a mechanism
of physical atmosphere removal into the solar wind, e.g., production of atmospheric bubbles. The work from
this paper contributes to experimental studies, in particular low-altitude field analysis of ionopause boundary
disturbances in the terminator region. Future work will conduct a statistical survey of VEX data traveling in the
terminator plane to measure the distribution of magnetic structures (flux ropes and atmospheric bubbles) to
have a better image of how boundary waves develop and evolve.
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